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Synthetic controls with machine learning:
application on the effect of labour deregulation on

worker productivity in Brazil∗

Douglas K. G. Araujo1

1Bank for International Settlements, douglas.araujo@bis.org

Abstract

Synthetic control methods are a data-driven way to calculate counter-
factuals from control individuals for the estimation of treatment effects
in many settings of empirical importance. In canonical implementations,
this weighting is linear and the key methodological steps of donor pool
selection and covariate comparison between the treated entity and its
synthetic control depend on some degree of subjective judgment. Thus
current methods may not perform best in settings with large datasets
or when the best synthetic control is obtained by a nonlinear combina-
tion of donor pool individuals. This paper proposes “machine controls”,
synthetic controls based on automated donor pool selection through clus-
tering algorithms, supervised learning for flexible non-linear weighting of
control entities and manifold learning to confirm numerically whether the
synthetic control indeed resembles the target unit. The machine controls
method is demonstrated with the effect of the 2017 labour deregulation
on worker productivity in Brazil. Contrary to policymaker expectations
at the time of enactment of the reform, there is no discernible effect on
worker productivity. This result points to the deep challenges in increas-
ing the level of productivity, and with it, economic welfare. JEL: B41,
C32, C54, E24, J50, J83, O47. Keywords: causal inference, synthetic
controls, machine learning, labour reforms, productivity.

1 Introduction
The synthetic control (SC) method (Abadie and Gardeazabal (2003), Abadie,
Diamond, and Hainmueller (2010), Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller (2015))

∗This work represents my opinion and not necessarily that of the Bank for International
Settlements. I thank Ben Cohen, members of the BIS Informal Machine Learning Community
and seminar participants at the Armerican University of Armenia, Bank for International
Settlements, Bank of Canada, IÉSEG and International Monetary Fund for helpful comments
and questions. An informal version of the empirical work is published as an example of the
library gingado (Araujo (2023)). All errors are my own.
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is widely used to enable the estimation of causal effects of interventions in only
one or a few entities of a larger population. The key idea is to calculate a
SC based on pre-intervention information from control individuals, which then
serves as estimate for the treated unit’s potential outcome under no interven-
tion. The difference between the actual values and the SC after intervention is
interpreted as a causal effect. One of the main advantages of SC methods is the
data-driven weighting of control units, instead of simpler heuristics such as un-
weighted average or subjective judgment (ie, hand-picking of alternatives). But
there remains considerable room for subjectivity in the selection of the control
units from a larger population to form the “donor pool” and in the selection
of variables used to assess the fit of the estimated control to the treated indi-
vidual. In addition, the canonical linear regression format of the SC relies on
an implicit assumption of linearity that might not hold in cases where a richer
set of interactions between control units would better represent the target unit
before treatment.

This paper argues that machine learning techniques obtain a more data-driven
estimation of SC than current applications. Specific algorithms can select the
control units from a larger population without human intervention, estimate
the counterfactual with flexible functional forms, and allow for a comparison
between the target and control units that is simpler to understand and analyse.
This “machine controls” method is illustrated with an evaluation of the effects
of Brazil’s 2017 extensive labour deregulation reform on worker productivity,
helping inform a long-standing policy debate (Vergeer and Kleinknecht (2010)).
In this case, the reform failed to lead to a noticeable effect on average worker
productivity, in spite of optimistic expectations by policymakers of 1.5-2.0%
additional annual productivity growth.

Consider a panel time series with 𝑡 = (1, … , 𝑇 0, … , 𝑇 ) periods and a population
of individuals or units 𝑗 ∈ 𝒥. An intervention or treatment of interest happens
at 𝑇 0 to individual 𝑗 = 1 and is continued for all subsequent periods.1 Some
outcome of interest, 𝑌𝑗,𝑡, equals the potential outcome under intervention 𝑌 𝐼

𝑗,𝑡
when 𝑗 = 1 and 𝑡 ≥ 𝑇 0 or alternatively under no intervention otherwise, 𝑌 𝑁

𝑗,𝑡.
Some (but not necessarily all) 𝑗 ≠ 1 individuals in the population are informative
about 𝑌 𝑁

1,𝑡; J ⊆ 𝒥 ∖ {1} is the set containing these units. The following analyses
assume 𝑌 𝑁

1,𝑡 ∀ 𝑡 can be estimated by a potentially non-linear combination of the
control units in J and an error term: 𝑌 𝑁

𝑗,𝑡 = 𝜔𝑌 (J) + 𝜂𝑡, with 𝜔𝑌 (J) ∶ R(𝑍) ×
R(𝐽) → R(𝑌 ) an estimator function taking as input control units’ covariates
𝑍𝑗,𝑡, which might or might not include the actual outcome variable of interest,
𝑌𝑗,𝑡. In situations where the superpopulation is relatively large or contains a
substantial number of units that are not informative to the estimation of 𝑌 𝑁

𝑗,𝑡,
using only the units in J would yield a more precise SC. Formally, if J ⊂ 𝒥∖{1},
then 𝐸[|𝜂𝑡|] ≤ 𝐸[|𝑌 𝑁

𝑗,𝑡 − 𝜔𝑌 (J ∪ {j ∉ J})|]. This might happen in situations, for
example, where 𝒥 is very large and including uninformative units would degrade

1Without loss of generality. In fact, the intervention could even happen to more than one
individual.
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model performance out-of-sample (even if slightly) or simply because estimates
of 𝜔𝑌 might not converge fast enough in a large set of controls even when they
are informative.

In this work, a clustering algorithm uses pre-intervention data to select a donor
pool Ĵ of units that are more similar as a group to 𝑗 = 1 than the wider
population. Then, a supervised learning algorithm combines the elements of Ĵ
using the function �̂�𝑌 (Ĵ), also with pre-intervention data only, as in:

argmin
�̂�(Ĵ)

𝑍1,𝑡<𝑇 0 − �̂�𝑍(Ĵ). (1)

For example, if 𝑍𝑗,𝑡 = 𝑌𝑗,𝑡 (Doudchenko and Imbens (2016)), then the SC is
̂𝑌 𝑁
1,𝑡 = �̂�𝑌 (Ĵ). If �̂�𝑌 ( ̂J) is able to fundamentally approximate 𝑌1,𝑡 before the

intervention, then in periods after 𝑇 0 the SC is sufficient to identify the effect
of treatment 𝜏𝑡 = 𝑌1,𝑡 − ̂𝑌 𝑁

1,𝑡. The SC’s quality is assessed by comparing its
pre-intervention values 𝑍SC,𝑡<𝑇 0 with the treated unit, in contrast with other
𝑍𝑗∈Ĵ,𝑡<𝑇 0, to show that 𝑑(𝑍1,𝑡<𝑇 0, 𝑍SC,𝑡<𝑇 0) < 𝑑(𝑍1,𝑡<𝑇 0, 𝑍𝑗∈Ĵ,𝑡<𝑇 0) for some
distance measure 𝑑.

Estimating Ĵ rather than using all elements of 𝒥 ∖ {1} is important in many
practical applications to minimise interpolation biases (Abadie, Diamond, and
Hainmueller (2010)). In big data settings, the selection is also important to
ensure the estimation lies within the computational budget. But the selection
process to find Ĵ is typically subjective, which allows the analyst to incorporate
expert knowledge into the selection at the cost of introducing controls that
might not have the best predictive power for ̂𝑌 𝑁

1,𝑡, leaving important information
behind or potentially including uninformative units. This problem is somewhat
mitigated by the estimation of the SC itself, which need only have a good (but
not necessarily the best) pre-treatment fit; and the often sparse estimations deal
with uninformative controls.2 A worse problem from subjective selection is that
it opens a flank for accusations that the pool is cherry-picked to achieve a certain
result. Typically this is addressed proactively by a clear narrative explaining
the selection of Ĵ. But a more structural and data-driven way to address both
issues is to use algorithms that estimate Ĵ based on some similarity measure
from data, without human subjectivity.

These are known as clustering algorithms,3 because they identify units that are
the most similar to each other as a group within a larger population. These
techniques protect the analyst against criticisms related to the real or perceived
subjectiveness of the selection of control units, however careful and well-justified
they were chosen. In fact, one advantage I observe in practice is that these

2When the target unit lies within the convex hull of the control units, there are infinite pos-
sible combinations of controls that optimise the SC (Abadie (2021)); penalising the selection
of controls is generally sufficient to obtain a single optimal SC (Abadie and L’hour (2021)).

3More broadly, any type of estimator algorithm yielding some form of feature selection or
feature ranking could be used to select control units.
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methods often find elements of Ĵ that can seem somewhat surprising to experts.
Another advantage is that these clusters can find units similar to the treated
individual using a (potentially high-dimensional, or including newer data such
as text embeddings) data space that may or may not be the same as 𝑍. In cases
where variables driving treatment propensity are defined in theory, these could
be explicitly incorporated to select controls that had similar propensities but
were not subject to treatment.

The next step involves weighting the elements of Ĵ. The canonical SC method
is a constrained linear regression on control units with non-negative coefficients.
Doudchenko and Imbens (2016) discuss other more flexible linear models that
include non-negative coefficients or a constant term. Still, they are linear models
and thus may not be suitable in a variety of practical applications, in partic-
ular where #Ĵ ≫ 𝑇 0. Also here machine learning techniques can help. Su-
pervised learning methods, such as random forests (Breiman (2001)) or neural
networks (Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville (2016)), are flexible enough to
accomodate non-linear data generating processes4 and can regularise well even
for high-dimensional inputs. These methods are increasingly deployed in eco-
nomic estimation tasks due to their often superior predictive ability in practice
(Athey and Imbens (2019)), although this may come at the cost of lower trans-
parency of the estimation, especially when compared with the sparsity offered
by canonical SC methods offering transparency and scrutiny by experts, who
can inspect the individual contributions of control units and make a judgment
on their adequateness (Abadie 2021).

A (likely non-linear) combination of controls �̂�𝑍(Ĵ) from Equation 1 calibrated
exclusively from pre-intervention data serves to estimate the post-intervention
values of ̂𝑌 𝑁

1,𝑡. One advantage of supervised learning techniques is the potential
to use alternative data. For example, texts such as central bank speeches (BIS
(2024)) or monetary policy statements (Evdokimova et al. (2023)) can help
estimate the effect of an idiosyncratic fiscal shocks on monetary policy, while
satelite images (eg, Yeh et al. (2020)) enable the study of events such as war
on economic activity in settings where availability of comparable control data
might be scarce.

In this scenario where non-linearities and even non-traditional data can be used
to estimate SCs, it is crucial to measure how well the SC matches the individual
under treatment before 𝑇 0. I see the process of checking the quality of an
SC as a third step in its estimation process, after selecting Ĵ and estimating
�̂�𝑍(Ĵ). Like the first two steps, the evaluation of SCs in canonical applications
also affords considerable space for subjectivity in the choice of covariates on
which the target entity and the SC are supposed to match. A different set

4J. Chen (2023) uses an analogy between SCs and online learning to show that the perfor-
mance of SCs in practice is not dependendent on the underlying outcome generating process,
generalising the analysis most commonly found in the literature of data generating processes
modelled after linear factor model or a vector autoregression (Abadie, Diamond, and Hain-
mueller (2010)).
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of machine learning techniques, usually referred to as manifold learning, can
make this process more data-dependent and simultaneously easier to analyse.
At its core, manifold learning algorithms are based on the manifold hypothesis,
which dictates that many observed real life data processes are actually high-
dimensional representations of a much lower-dimensional manifold. Intuitively,
this is compatible for example with the observation that multiple economic series
are highly corelated. Manifold learning techniques find lower-dimensionality
representations of input data to a lower dimensional space that still retains
most of the information about how each individual or unit is different from one
another. In other words, these algorithms compare 𝑗 ∈ Ĵ ∪ {1} ∪ {�̂�𝑍(Ĵ)} on a
more fundamental level through their locations on the underlying data manifold.
Their distance in this estimated manifold offers a practical test of the goodness-
of-fit: ideally the SC should be closer to the treated unit than all other (actual)
units.

Thus a completely data-driven estimation of SCs can be achieved by combining
these methods listed above. These machine learning-enhanced SC, or “machine
control” methods for short, can be helpful in settings with at least one of the
following characteristics: (a) a large number of relevant data points for each
sampled entity are available, (b) a large number of potential donor pool enti-
ties are available, (c) the best combination of donors to form a control is not
necessarily linear and (d) the variable of interest is measured with alternative,
potentially highly-dimensional data. Such an automated and flexible process
might offer a higher level of credibility for SC-based inference out of the box
due to the greater degree its results depend on data. They also allow for more
efficient estimation in data-rich settings. In addition, it can be seen as a way
to argue more convincingly that the control is in fact a valid counterfactual for
the treated unit. All these algorithms have ample usage in other sciences, with
some being increasingly popular also in economic research and practice.

1.1 Literature
The machine controls technique pieces together different types of machine learn-
ing techniques. This is in line with an increasing trend of applying machine
learning methods in economic research to better explore the wealth of available
data, as highlighted by Athey and Imbens (2019), Athey (2018) and other pa-
pers. In addition to the canonical SC applications mentioned above, this paper
draws close inspiration from Doudchenko and Imbens (2016) and Ferman, Pinto,
and Possebom (2020), who explore the implications of SC in more detail, and
Viviano and Bradic (2022), Athey et al. (2019) and Quistorff, Goldman, and
Thorpe (2020), who study non-parametric methods for SC estimation, including
by combining predictors in ensembles. This paper proposes a more extensive
use of non-parametric techniques through a combination of different classes of
machine learning algorithms to make estimation of SC both fully data-driven
and offer more flexibility in the estimation of the donor pool weights.

Consistent with the popularity of the original SC methods, various improve-
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ments or more specialised adjustments have been proposed in the literature.
Xu (2017) unifies SC methods with differences-in-differences (DiD) and Doud-
chenko and Imbens (2016) generalises SCs by discussing the implications of its
restrictions, while Ferman (2021) analyse the asymptotic properties of SC esti-
mators under imperfect fit. Abadie and L’hour (2021) posit the penalised SC
method, geared towards settings with multiple treated individuals and Gobillon
and Magnac (2016) discuss the effects of dimensionality reduction techniques or
data transformations on the estimation. This work adds to this rich literature
by proposing an empirical method for settings where machine learning algo-
rithms can thrive, namely when ample data is available or when a non-linear
combination might provide a better fit to the pre-treatment target individual.

1.2 Empirical application
I illustrate the combination of these methods with a brief analysis of the response
of worker productivity in Brazil to an extensive labour market deregulation re-
form implemented in 2017. The reform was an attempt to cut wage costs by
reducing bureaucracies related to hiring and dismissals, promoting work council
collective wage negotiations and facilitating compliance with social security pay-
ments. Policymakers expected the reform would unlock between 1.5% and 2.0%
of annual productivity gains. In this application, the elements of 𝒥 are other
countries. Since the number of countries is not large compared with comput-
ing capabilities, all of them could in practice be in the donor pool. However, it
might be advantageous to restrict the set of countries acting as controls to those
that resemble more Brazil (Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller (2010)). Still,
there are no particular reasons to impose any specific number of countries to be
analysed. This calls for a flexible clustering algorithm like affinity propagation
(Frey and Dueck (2007)) to find Ĵ. The control itself, �̂�, is estimated using a
random forest (Breiman (2001)) with fine-tuned hyperparameters. Finally, the
overall fit of the control was assessed by means of a manifold learning technique,
t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (t-SNE) (Van der Maaten and
Hinton (2008), Van Der Maaten (2009)).

In this application, the causal policy effect 𝜏𝑡 was not different from zero, staying
well within the range of placebo results for each 𝑡 ≥ 𝑇 0. This indicates that the
reform did not achieve one of its stated goals of enhancing productivity, even
years after it was implemented. There might be several reasons to explain this
(Vergeer and Kleinknecht (2010) lists arguments relating wage growth positively
and negatively to productivity growth). Further exploring this finding, and its
implications for labour reforms in other jurisdictions, is left to future work.

Interestingly, the other countries in Ĵ are substantially different from Brazil
at first glance: they include small islands, former (and current) communist
economies, and other countries which do not seem like choices that would be
made by most human analysts. Another noteworthy fact is that the manifold
learning algorithm resulted in a very clear way to visualise the SCs, especially
in the context of all of the other controls individually. In addition to plain
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visualisation, one could check that the haversine distance between the treated
unit and its control is the smallest of all other bilateral distances (ie, between
the treated individual and the other controls) as a measure of the SC’s quality.

2 Brief review of synthetic controls
This section briefly reviews the traditional SC methodology, based on the po-
tential outcomes framework (Imbens and Rubin 2015). For ease of reference,
the terms such as “treated”, “intervention” and “event” mean the event of in-
terest that is being studied. This intervention does not need to be anticipated
or endogenous to the units; in fact, it could also be a completely exogenous
treatment assignment.

Consider a panel dataset of 𝐽 entities recorded over 𝑡 = (1, … , 𝑇 0, … , 𝑇 ) time
periods, with the treatment or intervention occuring in 𝑡 ≥ 𝑇 0. Entity 𝑗 = 1
is normalised as the target entity. A researcher wants to find the effect of the
treatment on the outcome variable,

𝜏1,𝑡 = 𝑌 𝐼
1,𝑡 − 𝑌 𝑁

1,𝑡, (2)

where the superscript 𝐼 represents the potential outcome under the intervention
and 𝑁 the potential outcome with no intervention. In other words, Equation 2
represents the effects of the idiosyncratic event on the affected individual. Since
𝑌 𝐼

1,𝑡 is observed for 𝑡 ≥ 𝑇 0 but 𝑌 𝑁
1,𝑡 is not, estimation of this equation is accom-

plished by calculating the counterfactual

̂𝑌 𝑁
1𝑡 = �̂�2𝑌2𝑡 + ⋯ + �̂�𝐽+1𝑌𝐽+1,𝑡. (3)

Abadie and Gardeazabal (2003) show that SCs, rather than simple donor pool
averages, are better able to approximate 𝜔∗

𝑗 for 𝑡 < 𝑇 0 in the following equation:

�̂�1,𝑡 = 𝜔∗
2𝐻2,𝑡 + ⋯ + 𝜔∗

𝐽+1𝐻𝐽+1,𝑡 (4)

where 𝐻𝑗,𝑡 can be a set of covariates 𝑋𝑗,𝑡 as traditionally used, with or without
some information from the outcome variable 𝑌𝑗,𝑡; or just the outcome variable
itself (as in Doudchenko and Imbens (2016) and other papers in the SC litera-
ture). As noted by Kaul et al. (2015), either the full history of the outcome
variable or the covariates can be used to calculate the weights. In the original
application, the weights are restricted to be 0 ≤ 𝜔∗

𝑗 ≤ 1, but other authors have
discussed the advantages of a more flexible framework for weighting control
individuals (eg, Doudchenko and Imbens (2016)).

In any case, the weighting step, which is the core of the SC methodology, is data-
driven. However, the intermediate steps to get to this estimation involve the
manual selection of Ĵ (which involves deciding both the elements and implicitly
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the numer of comparable units), and of the variables on which to measure the
fit of the SC. The better the pre-treatment fit of the SC with this version
made up from other entities, then the best the estimates of Equation 2 are,
especially if the selected variables have explanatory power to 𝑌𝑗,𝑡, as argued by
Abadie (2021). Even though this methodology might in many cases yield well-
functioning SCs, the existing degree of subjectivity leads to a non-zero possibility
that the best controls were not always achieved in practice: for example, the
analyst might not have selected the donor pool in a data-driven way but instead
only focused on a few characteristics.

For example, in the application below studying the impact of labour dereg-
ulation on worker productivity, in which the broader population of potential
controls are the other countries, a baseline machine control estimation finds
that countries like Albania and Mauritius are in the main donor pool for Brazil,
even though they would hardly be selected by a human analyst. This is impor-
tant because there are in many instances a variety of dimensions under which
entities could be aggregated, with subjective judgement still playing a larger role
in the selection of which ones are valid in each application. And this selection
is important as it can lead to changes in the final result, as shown by Klößner
et al. (2018).

And similarly, as extensively studied by Ferman, Pinto, and Possebom (2020),
the specific features of the entity which are being matched by the synthetic con-
trol are also chosen subjectively in many cases. (Note that these variables are
either used just as a comparison to further claim that the SCs are a good match
to the pre-intervention target, and or as covariates themselves, in 𝐻𝑗,𝑡.) While
Ferman, Pinto, and Possebom (2020) recommend reporting a range of specifi-
cations and putting in place clear criteria for selecting the covariate space, a
more straightforward and broadly applicable way would be to also here lever-
age machine learning techniques to automate this step. In particular, this can
be achieved with manifold learning, which summarises the data available for
each entity into substantially fewer data points. Manifold learning is posited as
the best-suited group of techniques on account of their ability to find common
patterns in data in a non-linear way, as opposed to, say, principal component
analyses (Hotelling 1933). This way of comparing the original and synthetic
outcomes is particularly important for settings where the analyst has access to
a relevant number of variables for each entity.

3 Synthetic controls with machine learning tech-
niques

Building on the preceding discussion, the current section elaborates on specific
machine learning techniques that can help each step of the SC process.
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3.1 Selection of control variables
While machine learning models can generally work well with high-dimensional
input, including the case where the cardinality of 𝒥 grows to a large number
(Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville (2016)), identifying a more restricted set
of control individuals in J can help the estimation of �̂� by concentrating on
a more informative set of covariates. This selection of the “donor pool” is
also performed by the classic implementations of SC methods since Abadie and
Gardeazabal (2003), many of which use a relatively small number of controls
compared to the overall population. But the traditional selection process is a
great deal subjective, although advances are occuring to alleviate that concern:
for example, Abadie and L’hour (2021) use penalised linear regression to select
control units. In contrast, machine learning algorithms used specifically for
clustering are a completely data-driven way to estimate Ĵ.

The diverse group of clustering algorithms take as input covariates of a popu-
lation and map them to a set {𝑐𝑖,𝑗 = (0, 1) ∀ 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝒥, 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖}, where 1 indicates
that the two individuals 𝑖, 𝑗 are in the same cluster. Equivalently, the result
can be reformulated as the cluster mapping 𝐶 ∶ N𝒥 → N𝒞, with the first term
standing in for the index of each individual in 𝒥 and the last term represent-
ing the index of each cluster in the set of clusters 𝒞. Important in the case of
SC estimation is the estimation of the cluster of the treated individual 𝑗 = 1:
𝐶1 = {𝑖|𝑐1,𝑖 = 1} = J.

There is a wide varierty of clustering algorithms from which to choose; one of
them, affinity propagation (Frey and Dueck (2007)), concentrates all desirable
characteristics for this particular type of application. The first dimension in
which algorithms differ is in the choice of the number of clusters, |𝒞|. Intu-
itively, the data has all necessary information to guide the choice of the number
of different clusters, unless there is a theoretical reason that individuals should
be divided into a specific number of clusters. For example, if identification of
a structural model requires that individuals be selected into one of two clusters
(which can be interpreted as domestic vs foreign), then the number of clusters is
implicitly defined from theory. But absent that, the number of clusters should
in most cases reflect the similarity between individuals more than any assump-
tion or hard-coding by the analyst. A second characteristic is the number of
individuals in each cluster. It is hard to conceive good reasons why J must
have 10, 20, 30 or any other specific number of different units. Ideally the data
should be the only source of information about the cardinality of each cluster.

Other machine learning techniques can also select amongst a potentially large
set of individuals. Penalised regressions of the target variable’s characeristics on
potential control units’ data using techniques such as lasso (Tibshirani 1996) or
elastic net (Zou and Hastie 2005) can result in sparse coefficients that identify
the most relevant control units. Doudchenko and Imbens (2016), for example,
use elastic net (Zou and Hastie (2005)) as a regularisation procedure to calculate
linear weights amongst a larger set of donor individuals. They also present the
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advantage that Ĵ and �̂�𝑌 are jointly optimised. But there the linearity of the
model is an important downside. So while these methods result in a sparse
selection of controls, I advocate for other techniques for this stage: clustering
techniques. These methods can be used to first select the controls, and then the
estimation of how these units can be combined would be done separately (and
more flexibly) in a dedicated stage (see Section 3.2).

Another advantage of separating the steps of control selection and SC estimation
is that the placebo estimation can be done more consistenly with a donor pool
that is selected to be jointly more similar to one another, than a donor pool
that optimises only for 𝑗 = 1. Intuitively, this makes inference with the placebo
test more precise.

Affinity propagation is an algorithm that assigns individuals to clusters based
on a series of iterations, in which each unit exchanges information on their
pair-wise similarity, with higher values denoting pairs that are more likely to
be connected. For example, if the goal is to find other units that minimise
the squared error, then 𝑠(𝑓, 𝑔) = −‖Yf

⋆ − Yg
⋆‖2 where 𝑓, 𝑔 ∈ 𝒥 and the star

superscript ⋆ denotes that the information is only based on time periods until 𝑇 0.
Based on these similarities, individuals gradually coalesce around spontaneously-
forming cluster centres (also known as “exemplars”), until the cluster assignment
stabilises. The mechanism behind this result is an interaction between all data
points to exchange two types of “messages”, denoted “responsibility”, 𝑟(�), and
“availability”, 𝑎(�).5

Note that in this application I use the similarity criterion above, so the resulting
clusters minimise the squared error between units; but other objectives could
also be used depending on the case at hand. For example, the similarity mea-
sures might be asymmetric with 𝑠(𝑓, 𝑔) ≠ 𝑠(𝑔, 𝑓) or violate triangle inequality,
𝑠(𝑓, ℎ) > 𝑠(𝑓, 𝑔) + 𝑠(𝑔, ℎ). In fact, the similarity can also accomodate empirical
or theoretical reasons why two given units (countries in this case) should be
clustered together: if 𝑠(⋅) is considered the log-likelihood of 𝑓 conditional on
its cluster examplar being 𝑔, or as a log probability of a connection existing
between 𝑓 and 𝑔. More generally, this measure 𝑠(⋅) could be conditional on
external covariates that are not influenced by the policy at hand. Another prac-
tical alternative is to use economic distance measures (eg, Fisher et al. (2015))
of unit embeddings. The similarity “adjacency matrix” might also be sparse,
with only a subset of the possible 𝑓, 𝑔 pairs having a connection.

Responsibility is set to the accumulated perception of individual 𝑓 on the suit-
ability of individual 𝑔 to be the exemplar of its cluster, compared to all other
examplar candidates, as described in Equation 5:

𝑟(𝑓, 𝑔) ← 𝑠(𝑓, 𝑔) − 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑔′𝑠.𝑡.𝑔′≠𝑔{𝑎(𝑓, 𝑔′) + 𝑠(𝑎, 𝑔′)} (5)
5This is similar in spirit to message-passing algorithms, which perform well across a wide

range of algorithmically hard problems (Mézard (2003)).
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where the update rule of 𝑎(�) is described in Equation 6. Values of 𝑟(𝑔, 𝑔)
represent the evidence that 𝑔 is itself an exemplar. The other metric, availability,
is the message sent by 𝑔 to 𝑓 describing how appropriate it would be for 𝑓 to
choose 𝑔 as its exemplar, considering the support received from other units for
having 𝑔 as an examplar.

𝑎(𝑓, 𝑔) ← {𝑚𝑖𝑛{0, 𝑟(𝑔, 𝑔) + Σ𝑓′𝑠.𝑡.𝑓′≠𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥(0, 𝑟(𝑓 ′, 𝑔))} 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑓 ≠ 𝑔
Σ𝑓′𝑠.𝑡.𝑓′≠𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥(0, 𝑟(𝑓 ′, 𝑔)) 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑓 = 𝑔 (6)

These cluster centres arise from a purely data-driven process. However, for
machine controls the designation as exemplars is not particularly important:
what matters more is the list of individuals in the same cluster as the target
individual, since the calculation of the controls will be made with their data.
Whether or not the targeted individual is a cluster exemplar does not make any
difference.6 Therefore, while users can influence the chance each unit 𝑓 is chosen
as exemplar by setting 𝑠(𝑓, 𝑓) for each entity differently, I recommend setting
all 𝑠(𝑓, 𝑓) equal, minimising the priors on the cluster formation, unless there
are clear theoretical reasons to set some units as being more likely than others
to serve as cluster exemplars. Note also that even when 𝑠(𝑓, 𝑓) = 𝑠(𝑓 ′, 𝑓 ′) for
each 𝑓, 𝑓 ′, the number of clusters depends on its level. A common practice is to
set this self-preference to the median of the distances.

Because all individuals are considered to be potential exemplars, and those are
set gradually by the algorithm, affinity propagation is not subject to eventually
unlucky initialisations. Given that clustering is proposed to be used in the
seleciton of the donor pool entities, this stability is a valuable characteristic.
Another advantage is that the targeted individual does not need to be the centre
of a cluster. This opens up the possibility that it is a peripheral member of a
cluster, which helps find other units that resemble each other as a group. Yet
another upshot from using affinity propagation is the possibility of selecting data
from a potential sparsely related populaton (Frey and Dueck 2007). Further,
this algorithm affords the researcher the possibility to establish functional forms
for the similarity between units, which are flexible enough to accommodate cases
where the metrics are not symmetric (ie, are not distances strictly speaking). For
example, similarity in second moments can be used if it would make sense in
terms of achieving a consistent fit of the SC.

Feature selection algorithms can also be used in this stage as well, in conjunction
with a clustering algorithm or in its place. While these methods usually serve
to select covariates on which models should be trained, in the case of machine
controls they can be effectively used to pre-select controls from the larger donor
pool. This could be especially useful when this population is significantly large.
As before, it is important to reiterate that such a control selection (in lieu of

6As seen in the application below, an area where exemplars can be helpful is by using those
from other clusters to act as “representatives” of non-neighbour data points if the researcher
wants to compare them with the target individual, eg as a robustness exercise. See Figure 2.
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feature selection) should be performed using only data up to the treatment date
at the latest.

In spite of its advantages, in some cases a degenerate clustering might occur
where the treated unit is its own cluster, with no other unit. In these cases,
the first thing to do is to increase the number of iterations until stabilisation;
it might just be that the algorithm takes a while longer to converge than the
default number of iterations. If that still does not work, the analyst might
reconsider whether the similarity function or the data format used are indeed
the most adequate one, which depends of course on the specific application.
For example, finding a cluster of publicly traded companies is likely to be more
relevant if the squared error of share returns, rather than actual prices, are used.
In situations where this also does not work, another possibility is to use other
techniques such as DBSCAN. With this technique, clusters are not necessarily
constrained to be convex in the low-dimensional representation, and DBSCAN
is its deterministic nature, whereby the same data provided in the same order
results in the same clusters. However, this method is sensitive to the order in
which data appear and thus might not be suitable in practice for a wide range
of applications as it seems an unreasonable assumption to justify why one unit
would be considered a donor in one order, but not in the other. If still in this
case the cluster is degenerate, the analyst should probably reconsider whether
there are in fact units that could serve as suitable controls in the first place.

3.2 Estimation of counterfactuals with supervised ma-
chine learning algorithms

Statistical guarantees of SCs are traditionally derived from low-rank, linear data
generating process, namely factor models or vector autoregressions. But as J.
Chen (2023) shows, SCs actually benefit from theoretical guarantees irrespective
of the outcome model, at least relative to other plausible alternative models: if
there is a weighted matching or weighted differences-in-differences model that
performs well, SCs would tend to have a similarly good perform.

More generally, the use of machine learning algorithms for the estimation of
SCs can be cast under the light of a regression-on-residuals model (Robinson
1988), similar to the semiparametric models literature. This insight is inspired
by the applications in Nie and Wager (2021) and Athey and Wager (2021). In
effect, considering SC estimation through this prism is also an illustration of its
flexibility: there are no specific requirements on the functional form (let alone
that it be linear), other than that they must converege at a reasonable but not
necessarily efficient pace to the true answer. This can be motivated under a
potential outcomes framework (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983).

In the subsequent analyses I follow Doudchenko and Imbens (2016) and J. Chen
(2023) and estimate the controls directly on the outcome variable.
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3.2.1 Choice of algorithm

There is a wide range of supervised machine learning algorithms from which an
analyst can choose. In this paper, I follow Araujo (2023) and use random forests
(Breiman (2001)) due to their robustness to various different use cases, ease of
use (with limited required manipulation of the data, such as scaling), flexibility
to tune widely different models with only a few parameters, and wide applica-
tion.7 Wager and Athey (2018) find that random forests are more powerful than
k-nearest neighbours methods, especially in settings with noisy covariates. In
essence, random forests are a collection of 𝐵 trees 𝜃𝑏, each creating a nonpara-
metric expectation function E[𝑌𝑗,𝑡] = 𝑓𝜃𝑏

(𝑋𝑡) based on the concept of “leafs”
𝐿𝑏, which are the final steps of covariate partitions that group together similar
observations. These trees are trained with data points drawn with resample
from the training dataset and, in many specifications, only using a certain sub-
set of covariates (which may be randomly chosen) within a user-defined limit
in the number of covariates. Because of the limited data seen by each 𝜃𝑏, each
one of them tends to individually have low bias but a high variance. Once they
are aggregated, such as by averaging their predictions, their variance is reduced
(Bühlmann and Yu (2002)). Empirically, gradient boosting algorithms such as
XGBoost (T. Chen and Guestrin (2016)), LightGBM (Ke et al. (2017)) and
CatBoost (Prokhorenkova et al. (2018)) tend to perform quite well also.

Similar to classical implementations of SC methods, tree-based methods are also
able to select a small number of control units from the donor pool to construct
the weights. But there are three crucial innovations. First, the selection done
by the trees is nonlinear and depends on the specific datapoints. Second, the
actual weights depend on the combination of trees. Another reason to use
supervised learning algorithms is their flexibility to include more than one result.
A third innovation of the machine control method is that it enables the study
of more than one outcome variable at the same time (ie, 𝑌𝑗,𝑡 could actually be
a vector), providing further flexibility to the estimation of treatment effects. Of
note, during the actual estimation covariates can be included either directly as
input features to train the model, or by estimating a residualised version of the
outcome variables as suggested by Doudchenko and Imbens (2016).

3.2.2 Cross-validation

Cross-validation helps ensure that the estimator ̂𝜏 is 𝑁−1/2 consistent, although
the literature offers mainly examples in cross-sectional problems (Chernozhukov
et al. 2018). In the case of time series as considered in SC settings, cross-
validation fulfills a different function: by avoiding the use of contemporaneous

7Other supervised machine learning methods have gained wider adoption in the literature
recently. For example, Chernozhukov, Wüthrich, and Zhu (2021) use lasso (Tibshirani 1996)
and elastic net (Zou and Hastie 2005) methods as regularisation procedures for the weights,
as opposed to the original restrictions that they should not be negative and should sum to
one. Farrell, Liang, and Misra (2021) show that causal inference with neural networks is also
statistically valid as these algorithms converge sufficiently fast.
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or future data to train models that are evaluated on held-out data, this step regu-
larises the estimates of �̂�𝑍(Ĵ) by identifying the best out-of-sample performance
amongst different model parameterisations 𝑝, where 𝑝 are algorithm-specific pa-
rameters from hyperparameter space 𝑝 ∈ 𝒫 defined by the analyst. Note that
during cross-validation, all held-out data at each validation step always comes
from the pre-treatment period.

More formally, consider 𝒦 equally-sized divisions of the training period 𝑡 =
(1, … , 𝑇 0). The cutoff dates between folds are represented by the set 𝑡𝒦 = {𝑡𝑘 ∶
𝑘 = (1, … , 𝒦 − 1)}. Then for each 𝑡𝑘 ∈ 𝑡𝒦, candidate models 𝑀(𝑝)∀𝑝 ∈ 𝒫 are
sequentially trained on 𝑡 < 𝑡𝑘 and evaluated on data from periods 𝑡𝑘 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑡𝑘+1

(where 𝑡𝑘+1 ≡ 𝑡∗ at the last fold). For a loss function 𝐿(⋅) and a function 𝑇 (⋅)
mapping each cutoff date 𝑡𝑘 to a corresponding duple ⟨[1, … , 𝑡𝑘), [𝑡𝑘, 𝑡𝑘+1)⟩, the
chosen parameter is:

arg min
𝑝

1
𝒦 ∑

𝑘∈𝒦
𝐿(�̂�𝑍𝑡∈𝑇2(𝑘)

(Ĵ, 𝑀(𝑝)𝑡∈𝑇1(𝑘))). (7)

In other words, Equation 7 chooses the parameter set that minimises the average
loss computed in held-out data in sequential folds, all contained in the pre-
treatment periods.

A related procedure is sample-splitting, dividing the pre-treatment period in two
parts (usually halves). Viviano and Bradic (2022) uses the first part to train
candidate models 𝑔𝑞(⋅) where 𝑞 ∈ 𝒬 is an element in the space of data-driven,
machine learning models. The second part of the pre-treatment sample is used
to assess the different weights that each model should have in an ensemble that
minimises loss.

3.2.3 Limitations

Beyond just random forests, one of the drawbacks of using supervised machine
learning models in general as weighting algorithms is that depending on the
algorithm, it is not straightforward to guarantee non-negative weights, or that
the weights will be sparse as originally proposed by Abadie and Gardeazabal
(2003). However, this is not a major impediment: retaining the ability to weight
individuals negatively better allows for cases where the treated observation is
an outlier, ie outside the normal range of donor pool outcomes, and it also
avoids spuriously assigning non-zero weights to individuals with low correlation
(Doudchenko and Imbens 2016). Another practical disadvantage is that it might
be challenging to re-use 𝜔 to weight

3.3 Assessment of fit with manifold learning algorithms
Economically-relevant settings increasingly count with a large number of vari-
ables. Still, this higher dimensionality of datasets is not necessarily meaningful,
in that the underlying data manifold is probably low-dimensional in practice.
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For example, in finance, the Fama-French factors (Fama and French 1993) sum-
marise stock and bond returns in a few dimensions, and factors similarly sum-
marise hedge funds returns (Fung and Hsieh (2004)). At the macroeconomic
level, Rey (2015) documents that capital flows, credit growth and asset prices
exhibit a large degree of comovement in a global financial cycle that seems to be
driven by US monetary policy. Those are only some of the ample evidence that
economic and financial phenomena tends to be amenable to lower-dimensional
representations.8

For this reason, I propose the use of manifold learning techniques to accom-
modate the greater data availability in empirical settings. With more data, a
subjective choice of the set of matching covariates might be more strenous, as
well as hard to justify in some cases: why was this variable chosen, and not
that? Manifold learning completely bypasses this problem by summarising all
the available data in a low dimensional way that is still comparable by humans.
Manifold learning algorithms resemble principal component analyses (PCA),
but in a way that considers potential non-linear combinations of components.
These methods are mainly used to reduce dimensionality of a variable space
such as R𝑛 for a large 𝑛, while retaining a substantial chunk of the original
signal, which is hypothesised to come originally from the manifold.

But even when the dataset itself is not particularly large and there is already
certainty as to which are the specific variables that should be compared, such
techniques are useful because they confirm that the treated entity and the calcu-
lated control are indeed close even in this more fundamental way. For example,
if all an analyst has is the time series of the outcome variable, each unit’s time se-
ries can be used to estimate the manifold. In factor model language, it would be
analogous to finding 𝑗 ≠ 1 with similar factor loadings 𝛽𝑗 as 𝛽1 in 𝑦𝑗𝑡 = 𝛽𝑗𝜆𝑡 +𝜈𝑡,
with the last component a nuisance factor. Note that, in this case the treated
unit will be compared to other units’ cycles and developments over time, which
itself might have interesting empirical applications. For simplicity of exposition,
this is the approach used in the empirical simulation.

In empirical applications, the use of SC methods entail the researcher examining
the distance between the treated unit and the synthetic control with respect
to specific variables. The more they are close together, intuitively the more
the control matches the data. Consider a setting where a large number 𝑘 of
distinct covariates is associated with each individual 𝑗, collected in the 𝑚−
dimensional vector 𝑥𝑗. Out of this data, only 𝑥𝑖

𝑗, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛 for 𝑛 ≪ 𝑚 carry
distinct signals for a comparison with 𝑥𝑖

1 to be meaningful (and accepted as
such by other analysts). However, 𝑛 is unknown and therefore the analyst never
really fully knows whether the match is indeed good. Conversely, relying on
the underlying manifold directs, by design, the comparison to a signal-rich set
of variables. Algorithms that “learn” the underlying manifold tend to represent
it in a way that makes distances between points comparable. Of course, the

8This is also seen in the physical world, as illustrated by examples mentioned in Goodfellow,
Bengio, and Courville (2016), sections 5.11.3 and figure 20.6.
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“manual” comparison will still be interesting if those particular variables of
interest tend to not follow the same underlying manifold as the other ones.

Importantly, a broad range of manifold learning algorithms are sensitive to oc-
casions when the underlying manifold is not linear. Specifically, the empirical
application in this paper uses t-SNE (itself based on normally-distributed prior
work by Hinton and Roweis (2002)). t-SNE enables the visualisation of multi-
dimensional data in two or three dimensions by estimating a map to the low-
dimensional manifold that underlies the structure of the dataset. This map min-
imises the Kullback-Leibner divergence between the probability distributions of
the distances between points in the original and the embedding dimensions. The
distribution of distances in the original data are modelled as a normal distribu-
tion but in the embedding, they are modelled as a heavy-tailed t-distribution.
As a consequence, t-SNE achieves a low-dimensional representation that keeps
similar data points close together in a two- (or three-)dimensional representa-
tion, while giving points far from each other liberty to position themselves far
away. This means that if the treated individual and the control are close to each
other, compared to other units, they are estimated to have a similar probability
of being drawn from an underlying distribution. This is not usually attainable
with linear mappings such as PCA. t-SNE’ representation reflects both local
and global underlying structure of the data, ie it can also reveal the presence
of clusters of individuals (albeit not “clustering” them in the sense of establish-
ing well-defined groups). This feature is something which most other nonlinear
manifold learning algorithms are also not able to deliver at the same time in
a broad range of naturally occuring datasets. t-SNE is the algorithm of choice
in across various domains, and has been proved theoretically (Arora, Hu, and
Kothari (2018)).

Two disadvantages of this particular manifold learning technique are that dif-
ferent settings for the perplexity parameter may yield considerably different
results, and that if the feature space (ie data dimensionality) is very high, then
calculation can be slow and other methods might be more adequate. This draw-
back is well illustrated by Wattenberg, Viégas, and Johnson (2016). Another
disadvantage is that t-SNE might not perform well on datasets with a high-
dimensional underlying manifold, ie, where the data points are really different
across each other across multiple fundamentally different dimensions. However,
this is unlikely to be the case in empirical research in economics and finance.

Note that the objective function optimised by t-SNE is not convex; the objective
is minimised by gradient descent, randomly initialised every time the algorithm
is run. For this reason, although results tend to be fairly close across each
random state run, a reasonable practice is to run the simulations a few dozen
times and average them out or pick the one that performs better. Another
important thing to note on the interpretation of these results: the divergence
metric between two points might not necessarily represent distance, in that it
is not symmetrical. The dimensions resulting from t-SNE or other algorithms
might carry some interpretative meaning, which might not always have a clear
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interpretation.

In addition to a visual check, the estimated lower-dimensional manifold can
provide quantitative information on the appropriateness of the machine control.
A simple but intuitive test looks at the Euclidean distance between the target
unit and all others, including the SC, across 𝑚 runs, for 𝑚 a potentially large
number. An ideal control would always have the lowest distance, ie be the first
in the rank of negatively ordered distances. If 𝑤(𝑗) is a function that returns 1
when 𝑗 is the closest unit to 𝑗 = 1 and 0 otherwise, then the percentage of runs
in which the control is the closests, 𝑤(𝑗 = SC)/𝑚, can be interpreted as a form
of p-value.

3.4 Modularity
These techniques can all be applied separately as modules, or used together
to estimate a fully-data-driven SC, the machine control9 The module approach
might be of particular value in settings where there is not enough data. More
specifically:

• when the number of pre-treatment periods is small compared to the num-
ber of controls (𝑇 0 ≪ 𝐽), then clustering techniques could be used to
pre-select the control individuals from the larger donor pool, and if the
number of individuals is still relatively large, even they might be weighted
using regularised methods such as lasso or elastic net, as suggested by
Doudchenko and Imbens (2016);

• in cases with much more pre-treatment periods than the number of control
units (𝑇 0 ≫ 𝐽), the analyst might consider supervised machine learning
techniques to estimate the weights because of their greater flexibility in
reflecting nonlinear relationships in the data, such as the ones that might
occur in tail events observed in economic or financial time series;

• when the covariate dimensionality is potentially large and the analyst
wants a completely data-driven way to prove that the SC and the treated
individual closely resemble each other in the pre-treatment period, the
use of manifold learning techniques can offer a simple and intuitive way
to accomplish that.

4 Empirical estimation
The machine controls method described above is illustrated with an estimation
of the impact of labour deregulation on output per worker, measured in constant

9An extension of this work is being explored whereby the machine control is estimated by
a joint search over the hyperparameter space using the three techniques, ie the supervised
learning cross-validation includes a search over controls from the treated unit’s own cluster or
from the larger donor pool, using an objective function that includes, or consists exclusively
of, minimising the distance of the estimated low-dimensional manifolds between the control
and the treated individual.
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2017 international US dollars PPP.10 Because of the method’s flexibility, the
analyses can be significantly more complex if the use case so requires. But
the point of this admittedly simple exercise is to illustrate the thought process
and a basic workflow of machine controls, while informing about the effects of
structural reforms that many countries are encouraged to undertake to increase
growth potential.

More specifically, the use case focuses on Brazil’s 2017 labour reforms, which
comprised four new legislations. The primary statute reforming labour relations
is Law No 13,467/2017, but other contemporaneous reforms also changed the
face of labour relations in Brazil: Law No 13,429/2017 introduced the concept of
outsourcing in Brazilian legislation, Law No 13,446/2017 about worker severance
fund reform, Law No 13,456 about unemployment insurance (Biljanovska and
Sandri (2018), Silva (2018), Carvalho (2017)). The reform deregulated labour
markets, while introducing specific regulations in modern themes that were pre-
viously absent in Brazilian legislation (such as outsourcing or home office work).
One of the main stated purposes of the reform is to increase productivity by
facilitating a more efficient labour allocation, thereby unlocking growth (Silva
(2018)). The labour reform was enacted in July 2017 and went into effect in
November of the same year.11

The reform was wide-reaching; the main points for productivity and wage
costs relate to active employer-employee relationship and to dismissal costs.12

Changes influencing active relationships include the provisions that consider
as “work hours” only the time actually spent working, with time on-call no
longer part of “work hours”; allow work contracts by period, with remuneration
proportional only to time worked; establish the prominence of collective
bargaining between firms and employees over “blanket” statutory provisions;
and convert union fees paid by employees from mandatory to voluntary.13 The
labour reform also introduced fines to companies that discriminate wages for
workers in the same function based on gender or ethnicity.14 And as for labour
termination, the reform lowers costs for employers of termination without
just cause. The new Law considerably curtails the margin for intervention by
courts, discouraging labour litigation by employees. Further, dismissals without
cause were previously subject to compensation to the worker proportional to
their amounts deposited in the worker severage fund (FGTS in the Brazilian
Portuguese acronym); after the reform dismissal costs are much lower to
employers if both parties reach an agreement.

10The empirical calculations use gingado’s MachineControl estimator.
11Brazil also implemented rules for home office in response to the pandemic and a more

recent law to promote gender pay equality.
12The reform is described in more detail in Brazilian Portuguese sources (eg, Carvalho

(2017)).
13A. G. Campos and Silva (2023) examines the impact on unions, and found that in 2020

unions had lost a third of pre-reform workers
14The Brazilian Constitution of 1988 forbids wage, function or admission criteria differences

based on gender, age, skin colour or civil status. Krawczun et al. (2020) discusses this aspect
of the 2017 labour reform in more detail.
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This empirical exercise illustrates the machine controls method but also fills a
gap in the literature on labour reforms: their effects are estimated usually in
terms of unemployment outcomes, which is definitely important but does not
tell the whole story about long-term prospects for growth and welfare. Serra,
Bottega, and Sanches (2022) use traditional SC methods to analyse the effect of
the 2017 Brazilian labour reforms on unemployment, finding no discernible ef-
fect. Adascalitei and Pignatti Morano (2016) reviews a large number of reforms
at different levels implemented by various countries and find that deregulation
tends to lead to higher unemployment in the short term. Brancaccio, De Cristo-
faro, and Giammetti (2020) conducts a meta-analyses of 53 academic analyses
of the employment effects of labour deregulations and find a slight majority that
show deregulation to increase unemployment and another large portion to have
ambiguous results.15 Data reported by Lima, Wilbert, and Silva (2021) suggest
that there was an increase in informality levels after the Brazilian labour reform.

The Brazilian reforms were expected to increase productivity between 1.5% and
2.0% annually.16 In general, this was expected to occur through lower wage
and non-wage costs, as well as by facilitating termination decisions, ultimately
making hiring decisions more easily. One of the channels by which productivity
could increase is the greater efficiency of worker councils for collective negoti-
ations on wages. Lima Júnior, Cavalcante, and Pinto (2016) argue that while
work councils were permitted by the Brazilian Constitution, they were rarely
used, in part because of counts striking down agreements that did not conform
with a number of other worker protection rules. These authors claim that greater
use of worker councils would increase productivity, in line for example with the
experience in Germany (Addison, Schnabel, and Wagner (2001)). Similarly, Bil-
janovska and Sandri (2018) use a sample of advanced and emerging economy
countries in regressions that suggest that labour market reforms (in the sense of
deregulating labour relationships) could lead to statistically higher total factor
productivity. Still, Biljanovska and Sandri (2018) take a cautiously optimistic
tone that reforms might generate large productivity gains but it would pay off
to wait and see the full impact from the 2017 labour reform before advancing
further changes. Other widely known positive results of modernising reforms
such as in Colombia (Eslava et al. (2004)) could have played a role.17

Other countries have enacted different levels of labour market reform in the
years leading up to the Brazilian reforms. Serra, Bottega, and Sanches (2022)
removed Argentina, Costa Rica, Paraguay, and Uruguay from the donor pool
due to recent reforms these countries implmented, but their synthetic control
donor pool consisted exclusively of geographically close countries. But doing

15Theoretical work by Saint-Paul (2002) examines when countries decide to implement
labour reforms. Galí and Rens (2020) finds in an RBC model with labour frictions that lower
frictions cause employment levels rather than worker effort to be the margin of adjustment.

16https://economia.uol.com.br/noticias/estadao-conteudo/2017/06/03/reforma-
trabalhista-elevara-produtividade-diz-governo.htm

17Kouamé and Tapsoba (2019) also documents positive effects on firm-level productivity in
developing economies from structural reforms, including in the labour market.
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this when looking at a broader set of potential donors is impractical. Many
countries have also enacted labour reforms in that period (as seen by Adas-
calitei and Pignatti Morano (2016) in ILO databases, European Commission’s
LABREF and IZA’s fRDB data). Countries typically implement various levels
of adjustment to their labour laws on a rolling basis. In addition, even if it were
easy to identify countries with similarly structural levels of reforms as in Brazil
in a straightforward way, I don’t see a problem in keeping them in the main
estimation database for two reasons. First, they might not make it to Ĵ in the
first place. And even if they did, their presence would make inference based on
a placebo test harder, not easier, if the effects were (a) in the same direction
and (b) significant.

Figure 1 shows what the series of annual output per worker in Brazil looks like
over time, and a distribution of the productivity across countries in 2016. In
the left panel, a vertical line mark November 2017, when the labour reforms
entered into force.

Figure 1: Worker productivity

(a) Brazil (b) Cross-section as of 2016

As discussed above, the machine control estimator comprises: a clustering algo-
rithm that selects the donor pool from the larger population (affinity propaga-
tion), a supervised learning algorithm that will use the donor pool to estimate
contemporanous values for Brazil (random forest) and a manifold learning algo-
rithm that summarises the different time series in a 2-dimensional embedding
space, enabling easier comparison of Brazil with each other country and with the
synthetic control (t-SNE). Before creating the machine control, a final comment
on the intervention date. Since the reforms were enacted and entered into force
in the same year of 2017, we can be conservative and consider up to end-2016
as the pre-intervention period.

Choosing the donor pool subjectively is challenging. Which countries would
best represent a control for Brazil? One possibility is to explore geographical
proximity and select the other countries in South America. Or should other
Latin countries in Central America and Mexico be included as well? How about
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the United States, an important trading partner? But then that opens up for
China, an even more important trading partner of Brazil. Perhaps then the
controls should be the BRICS countries, ie, include also other large emerging
economies such as India, Russia and South Africa. But why not other emerging
economies with similar population such as Pakistan and Indonesia? The ques-
tions would be endless. Even if the choice is made based on data - for example,
choosing a few neighbours to the right and left of Brazil in the distribution of
worker productivity, the next question naturally is, “how many?”

The clustering algorithm removes subjectivity from this step, but the results
can be counterintuitive as to almost require a leap of faith. In this case, the
list of countries that will be used in the control based on the t-SNE method
are: Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Belarus, Belize, Barbados, Colombia,
Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Fiji, Guyana, Iraq,
Jamaica, Kazakhstan, Saint Lucia, Mauritius, Namibia, Paraguay, Palestine,
Serbia, Eswatini, Tunisia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Yemen. Figure 2
compares the outcome variable for these countries (grey) compares with Brazil’s
(red). A quick glance already indicates a major difference between the countries
in Brazil’s cluster and other countries, exemplified here by the cluster centres:
the scale of their worker productivity. A natural question is whether scaling the
worker productivity could have taken away these differences and let only the
dynamics of worker productivity over time be reflected in cluster compositions.
There is no general right answer here - in this case, I judge the scale of worker
productivity to also be informative because it reflects deeper socio-economic
issues that make these countries more relatable, even if at first the cluster would
not be anyone’s first subjective choice.18 Plus, we see separately that the SC
created from these countries creates an excellent match with actual Brazil and
thus offers a valid counterfactual.

Figure 2: Pre-reform worker productivity in Brazil and other countries

(a) Same cluster (b) Other clusters

This list does not imply all countries contribute equally to estimating the syn-
18This has a paralell with the Harrod-Balassa-Samuelson hypothesis.
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thetic version of Brazil. In fact, some might even end up not even contributing
in the estimating equation. Figure 3 shows the empirical importance of each
country to the estimation of pre-intervention synthetic Brazil - in terms of how
much they contribute to creating informating “leafs” in the trees. The selected
list also does not imply a causal explanation from any of those countries into
the Brazilian dynamics. They are merely closest to Brazil in this clustering ex-
ercise, and as such, likely to be a good predictor at the same time period based
on the interpretation that their pre-intervention level of productivity reflects
the organisation of their economy.

Figure 3: Importance of control jurisdiction for estimation of synthetic Brazil

What to make of Figure 3? A first observation is that the jurisdictions are all
selected based on their data, which provides comfort that the elements of Ĵ are
indeed the closest to Brazil as a group. A few controls that could be seen as
“traditional” appear in the list, but others are more puzzling at first. To be
sure, higher importance values do not mean that Brazil’s labour productivity
are explained by these countries, but simply that they tend to correlate better,
including out-of-sample. And it is advisable to bear in mind that even when the
importance attributed to an unit is low, they can still influence the estimated
value for Brazil in meaningful ways, eg if they are used to determine values in
either extreme. All in all, the best way to interpret this figure is as an attempt
to order the contributing individuals for average values of the outcome variable.

As an example of the decision trees, Figure 4 presents a selected tree from the
random forest �̂�𝑌 . Note from the top node that the tree considers only a subset
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of time periods (ie, “samples” is lower than 𝑇 0 = 17). Another regularisation
mechanism of the random forests is that the tree tries to optimise prediction
based only on a limited number of countries in Ĵ. Both sampling mechanisms
(across the time and cross-section dimension) are standard in the random forest
methodology and in fact contribute to its high adaptability across use cases.
It is also worth highlighting that the the trees in the standard random forest
algorithm do not have any causal interpretation, only the goal of minimising
prediction error.

Figure 4: Selected tree (No 13) from synthetic control estimator

Figure 5 shows the evolution of worker productivity in Brazil before and after
the labour reform law enters into force, comparing with synthetic Brazil. In
order to check if the observed difference is meaningful, below I proceed with
a placebo test on the other countries in the same cluster. Figure 6 shows the
difference between the actual and the synthetic controls for Brazil (red lines)
and the other countres (grey). The left panel has all countries in the cluster,
and the right panel facilitates visualisation by removing two outliers Guyana
and Yemen.

The result of the manifold learning underscores that the synthetic control seems
indeed to come from a similar space in the data distribution as Brazil (Figure 7).

As mentioned above, the Euclidean distances from the embedding can be used
to test whether countries occuring from the same underlying “distribution of
countries” would be closer to Brazil than the machine control. In other words,
it can be interpreted as a time of 𝑝-value: considering the distibution underlying
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Figure 5: Labour productivity in Brazil

Figure 6: Effect of deregulation on labour productivity in Brazil

(a) All countries in same cluster (b) Except Guyana and Yemen (outliers)
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Figure 7: 2-dimensional representation of the pre-reform countries and control

the t-SNE test, it would be rare to spontaneously have a country that is closer
to Brazil than the SC. For this application, an exercise with 𝑚 = 100 yielded
𝑤(𝑗 = SC)/𝑚 = 1.

The above results point to a null effect of the reforms on labour productivity,
frustrating policymakers’ expectations. This is not completely surprising con-
sidering the voluminous literature pointing to negative effects of labour market
deregulation and reduction in unit wage costs on worker productivity. Reasons
include the boon to less productive firms from exogenously lower unit wage
costs, less incentives for human capital accumulation on the job (eg, workers
might prefer to acquire more general, marketable skills rather than firm-specific
knowledge), and lower trust or engagement levels between workers and firms.
Vergeer and Kleinknecht (2010) and Vergeer et al. (2015) present results and
more extensive references on these arguments. Relatedly, international com-
parisons find no effect from labour deregulations in GDP growth (Brancaccio,
Garbellini, and Giammetti (2018)). The results in this paper and in these pa-
pers contrast with the more positive findings with respect to other structural
reforms on labour productivity, such as from trade and financial sectors (Konte,
Kouamé, and Mensah (2022)).

Further studying why the labour market deregulation failed to increase worker
productivity is beyond the scope of this paper not the least because of lim-
ited availability of post-reform data that is not meaningfully disrupted by the
pandemic. Still, I describe some potential channels as possible suggestions for
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follow-up work. First, while the reform explicitly lowered wage-related costs,
this might not have lowered labour market frictions. For example, information
asymmetries on both sides of the employment relations might account for a per-
sistence of frictions if employers think the marginal employee might be someone
that is now in the market because it is more affordable for the previous employer
to dismiss; and conversely for the employees the marginal employer is hiring af-
ter the reform because they previously were not accommodating to workers’
rights. A second possibility is that the bottlenecks to worker productivity were
not related to labour frictions or wage costs, but rather to deeper issues such
as human capital, both from education gaps and from on-the-job learning when
staying in the job is now less likely.

One way to test the first hypothesis is to leverage insights from the literature
that discusses labour inputs, which can be seen as a combination of observed
employment 𝑛𝑡 and unobserved effort 𝑒𝑡 (see Galí and Rens (2020) and refer-
ences). In particular, Gali and van Rens’ (2020) model of endogenous worker
effort might offer a practical way to test whether labour market frictions are
indeed smaller after the reform. Using log variables, note that GDP in a con-
stant returns to scale model is the sum of labour inputs and total productivity,
𝑦𝑡 = (1 − 𝛼)(𝑛𝑡 + 𝜓𝑒𝑡) + 𝑎𝑡, where 𝑦𝑡, 𝑛𝑡 are output and number of workers
respectively, 𝛼 measures the diminishing returns to labour, and 𝑎𝑡 is the total
factor productivity. In this case, worker productivity is:

𝑦𝑡 − 𝑛𝑡 = −𝛼𝑛𝑡 + (1 − 𝛼)𝜓𝑒𝑡 + 𝑎𝑡, (8)

which in a real business cycle model with labour frictions and 𝑧𝑡 a non-
technological preference shock, results in the extreme cases of, respectively, no
friction or infinite friction:

𝑛𝑡 = 𝛽𝑎𝑡 + 𝑧𝑡𝑒𝑡 = 𝛽𝑎𝑡 + 𝑧𝑡, (9)

assigning 𝛽 = (1−𝜂). In other words, using 0 ≤ 𝜙 ≤ 1 to denote labour frictions,
(1 − 𝜙)𝑛𝑡 + 𝜙𝑒𝑡 = 𝛽𝑎𝑡 + 𝑧𝑡. Therefore the predictions from Equations 8 and 9
are that labour productivity becomes less procyclical as labour market frictions
become smaller.19 Also, with less frictions it is more optimal to adjust labour
through employment levels rather than effort.

So in future years, when more data is available outside the Covid-19 pandemic
period, one way to test whether labour market frictions are actually lower after
the reforms is to check if the (a) correlations between employment and GDP
increased, while (b) the correlation of proxies for effort (such as labour accidents)
with GDP decreased. If these results are confirmed, then it will be up for future
research to explore why productivity did not respond to lower frictions. If not,
then the challenge will be to understand what other labour market frictions
continue to hold back productivity growth.

19See Equations (31) and (32) of Galí and Rens (2020).
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5 Conclusions
This paper describes a more data-driven way to estimate SCs for causal analy-
ses, leveraging machine learning techniques that are ideally suited to each step
of the estimation process. All these methods benefit from time-tested existing
implementations; I offer another one that proceeds with end-to-end estimation
via the package gingado (Araujo (2023)). They benefit from considerable fore-
casting performance, matching their ability to analyse large datasets, flexible
functional forms and widely available software implementations with the needs
of a SC method for a wider range of empirical applications.

Of course, these individual techniques could also be applied in a “modular way”,
when a researcher is best served by only one or two of these steps. While this
paper puts forward the combined use of clustering methods, supervised learning
and manifold learning as a group, they can also be used individually if required
by the application at hand. For example, if the population of control individuals
is not large but there are various covariates for each unit, there is no reason to
use clustering algorithms but manifold learning can still be useful to assess the
SC quality. For illustration purposes, this paper shows their joint use in a
relatively simple example. Machine controls might also be used “wholesale”,
seeking the identification of outlier movements or to flag entities that might
require further scrutiny by a human analyst. For example, financial supervisors,
who receive multiple data points from a given universe of supervised firms, might
apply this method periodically to stake out any particular supervised entity as
going through some idiosyncratic process (which might or might not be adverse).
Ultimately, it can also be used for pure outlier detection because unlike other
traditional outlier detection algorithms, machine controls can identify entities
that would normally have reported values outside the typical range of the other
entities in the same population, but who are actually abnormally reporting data
that seems normal at a first glance.

The “machine control” is applied to the evaluate how worker productivity re-
sponds to the extensive 2017 labour market deregulation. Interestingly, I find
no noiceable impact on productivity, frustrating one of the stated original in-
tentions of the reforms. The difficulties in permanently raising productivity
across the board in Brazil are structural and therefore would not be easy for
labout deregulation to change, even after many years trying (World Bank Group
(2018)). According to the BCB (2023), almost 80% of the growth in value added
between 2000 and 2022 are attributable to the increase in labour supply rather
than efficiency gains. The remainder 20% of growth (25% in the estimation of
Veloso (2024)) are attributable to efficiencies generated by improving allocation
of labour between different economic sectors: the agricultural sector contributed
to allocative efficiency gains as less people worked moved to other sectors, leav-
ing just the most effiencient workers in that area; conversely many activities in
the services sector saw considerable employment growth and lower productiv-
ity, leading both to lower direct productivity and allocative efficiency. This is
consistent with longer-term challenges in Latin American and African countries
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in improving labour productivity through labour reallocation to more produc-
tive sectors (M. S. McMillan and Rodrik (2011), M. McMillan, Rodrik, and
Verduzco-Gallo (2014)). Compounding the challenge, A. Campos et al. (2017)
and references therein document that low productivity in Brazil is pervasive
across sectors.

It is worrisome that even a substantial structural reform in the labour market
was not sufficient to “move the needle” enough to increase efficiency, which
calls into question whether the road ahead should be further deregulation of
labour markets. For example, weaker unions (A. G. Campos and Silva (2023))
might not be good for worker protection, although there are questions about
the pre-reform representativeness of unions (A. Campos et al. (2017)). An-
other possibility is that a lower level of labour protections might disincentivise
marginal workers from remaining on the job, especially as they grow older or
undergo other life events such as pregnancy, therefore putting further pressure
on labour supply as an engine of growth. Conversely, the reform’s effects might
be latent and only accrue over time and with further reforms. Say, a more flexi-
ble labour market might increase the extent to which future structural changes
in other sectors, such as trade, positively impact the contribution of intersec-
toral allocation of labour to productivity (Konte, Kouamé, and Mensah (2022)).
Or, the labour reforms might be an example of the paradoxical results found
after the many microeconomic reforms Brazil and other countries underwent
in the last decades: higher firm- and sector-level productivity offset by worse
allocation of workers, including into unemployment (M. McMillan, Rodrik, and
Verduzco-Gallo (2014)). Another channel through which the reform can still
impact worker productivity is by mitigating some of the strong incentives for
workers to be dismissed as soon as they are eligible for benefits (A. Campos et
al. (2017)).

I offer no precise answers here on whether the 2017 Brazil labour reform will
ultimately prove a success, only a wake-up call that increasing average worker
productivity, a key component of durable economic prosperity, will require con-
siderably more work to reformulate the economy. This is especially the case
when informality creeps up, as documented in the literature. Looking forward,
the complexity of policymaking in this area is further increased by the still con-
siderable uncertainty about the potential effects on labour markets of advances
in artificial intelligence.

The Brazilian experience discussed in this paper might help countries with sim-
ilar low productivity issues formulate and prioritise their own reforms. And I
hope the methods herein introduced will support more analysis of policy impacts
in a more flexible and data-driven way.
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